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Dedication
The Lord Jesus Christ appeared to me Personally on the 6th November 2006.
Jesus covenanted to teach me Personally.
This He said would be done through
Spirit illustrations;
Spirit visions;
Spirit trances;
Spirit dreams
The following chapters of this Script were given to me by the
Lord Jesus Christ Personally.
The Scripts were received and written in Spirit and have to be
understood in Spirit.
They relate to the brownish Scrolls which the Holy Man, John handed to me.
This Script in its completeness, was aforewritten, and the outcome of each event
has been brought about entirely by the Holy Lord’s decision.
I now covenant these Divine Revelations in their entirety for the
Glory and Majestic Purposes of
God the Father,
God the Son and
God the Holy Spirit
Amen
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Psalm 35: 1 - 23
(1) Plead my cause, O Lord, with them that strive with me: fight against them that fight
against me.
(2) Take hold of shield and buckler, and stand up for mine help.
(4) Let them be confounded and put to shame that seek after my soul; let them be turned
back and brought to confusion that devise my hurt.
(5) Let them be as chaff before the wind: and let the angel of the Lord chase them.
(6) Let their way be dark and slippery; and let the angel of the Lord persecute them.
(7) For without cause have they hid for me their net in a pit, which without cause they have
digged for my soul.
(8) Let destruction come upon them at unawares, and let his net that he hath hid cat himself:
into that very destruction let him fall.
(11) False witnesses did rise up; they laid to my charge things that I knew not.
(17) Lord, how long wilt Thou look on? Rescue my soul from their destructions, my only life
from the lions.
(22) This Thou hast seen, O Lord: keep not silence: O Lord, be not far from me.
(23) Stir up Thyself, and awake to my judgement, even unto my cause, my God and my Lord.
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Psalm 25: 1-3
“Unto Thee, O Lord, do I lift up my soul. O my God, I trust in Thee: let me not be ashamed, let
not mine enemies triumph over me. Yea, let none that wait on Thee be ashamed: let them be
ashamed which transgress without cause. Show me Thy Ways, O Lord: teach me Thy paths.
Lead me in Thy Truth, and teach me: for Thou art the God of my Salvation: on Thee do I wait
all the day.

Stressful Battle
Both mom and I were under paranormal demon attacks which spiralled out of control. During
the wee hours of each morning, we’d open our eyes having total blackouts. Sick to the core of
our guts, twenty-four hours, seven days a week, we reached desperation point ; not to mention
the EMF and ER that caused her to cry out, “Father, my soul is in EMF torment such that no
human physical body is able to bear!”
Then one night, I was about to doze off when I was taken into Spirit vision. Immediately, I
beheld a very frightful image. I watched this thing gliding along up to the end of the cul-de-sac
in which we live, made a u-turn and proceeded down the street.

As she approached the vicinity of our house horror and terror filled the air. I noticed that this
being glided along, her feet not touching the ground. Shocked beyond what I was really
experiencing, I saw that her long, thick, black hair all hung to the front. Her entire form
slumped forward, her arms hung lifeless to the front.
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Thick, black, ugly hair densely covered her entire face and hung down along the front of the
long white dress she wore. It seemed as though her hair was permanently draped to the front
and not to the back of her head.

Every day and night, we were tormented beyond what you as Reader would ever really
experience. Oh, who would believe the amount of persistent power this thing manifested as
with each passing moment it only grew worse.
As the battle raged we sought the Lord to expose the weakness of this evil being. “Use
Electricity of the Holy Spirit to flood her Spirit.” Immediately, she aroused and headed toward
the area where grunting and growling sounded like a motor bike revving until it sounded like it
reached high voltages.
Mom raised her hands, “Electricity of the Holy Spirit neutralize all your powers… I release the
highest voltages of Electricity of the Holy Spirit… into all currents and elements of your
frequency domain… Be weakened… by Holy Electricity… Be destroyed… by Holy Electricity… The
fullness of God’s… Power… God’s… Power…in Jesus’ Name.”
Instantly, it fled and returned only when we had dozed off, wreaking havoc during the wee
hours of each morning. High voltages of EMF hung thick in the air. Oh, what a stressful period!

Sick to the core of her gut, Mom was trying to explain what had taken place during the past
week. We opened our eyes during the wee hours one morning only to be greeted by Hell itself.
High voltages of EMF and RF utterly saturated the entire house. Mom sat in the living room
under total black out in the midst of it all, while I tried my utmost best to help her.
With one voice, we cried unto the Father to send the highest voltage of lightning bolt of Holy
Electricity from the His Throne and Presence to destroy the demonic realm which was at large.
Reader our determination sparked off a response from Heaven. All Hell fled, but soon returned
when we had dozed off.
She opened her eyes badly beaten up and sick to the core of her gut, crying out to the Father
for help.
This happened once again the following night, and I kept praying for her until she fell asleep
only to open her eyes under total blackout. Her head whirling and swirling as EMF got the
better of her situation. Deep, dark, ugly growling became a persistent nightmare and in this she
was still able to compile this portion of the script, in Jesus’ Name.
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Much Higher Levels
When I opened my eyes, I told Mom that schooling was over and that I was enrolled to attend
university. Before me were three separate classes which I knew awaited us. The time had
arrived to choose our first subject; each received a very thick A4 size book.
Well, there were still two classes ahead waiting for us to reach, how long it would take to
complete I do not know. Each class represented a different subject of which the books were
also very thick A4 size.

Ishtar
It is the eve of what people call ‘Easter Sunday’ but it is really “The Resurrection Day of Jesus
Christ.” We had dozed off early being totally worn out. It was just after midnight when she
opened her eyes having a blackout, under heavy mind-binding control and covered in layers of
burns and pains, her hands were swollen and her head whirling; the EMF was at high voltage.
Then she said that I should take the bunny that I had since last year and hold it in my hands
closing my eyes. This may appear harmless but what happened next shocked me.

Immediately, pain enveloped half of my head, gobbling at my eyeballs insomuch that I
shuddered, but she insisted that I hold it a little longer. This is what is embedded into
everything that is dedicated to Ishtar”, replied mom. This wicked entity had the right to
manifest just after midnight into the morning of Easter.”
7
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It was during the wee hours of the morning that I took the bunny and threw it far into the
darkness of the night. The pain on mom’s chest protruding out of her back, left her and she
recovered immediately. Exhausted, we closed our eyes, but as she opened her eyes she was
under severe oppression. Once again she cried unto the Father for answers and all the while
the EMF was out of control.
We repented for the generations celebrating Ishtar (Easter Sunday) plus (Good Friday)
traditions which should actually be upheld as “The Resurrection Day” and “The Passover” and
also the way Christmas was celebrated with trimmings.
Ishtar and Santa got the better of the situation, manifesting ugly heads, but as soon as we did a
bloodline cleansing, breaking the associated curses coming down the generations, the
necessary was done and we recovered.

South African Coat of Arms
Yet battle after battle raged until she was rebuking from the morning into the night and grew
weary. Not realizing that doubt had seeped through, all her many questions became
unanswered. Beaten up so many, many times she realized that she had been giving legal
ground for demons to be persistent.
She drew up a Legal binding Covenant for God’s protection and so we presented it in prayer,
dated and signed it. With this Legal binding Covenant she defeated the most persistent
stubborn battles we had ever fought. For God keeps and honours Covenants with His children.
We struggled to understand just what actually had been trying to wipe us off the face of the
earth. But yet the battles raged the more out of control. After she had rebuked and bound up
the entities, she would decree and declare, “God’s Word would take care of the situation. The
Word cannot be broken neither will it fall to the ground unanswered. God will hasten to
perform His Word.”
Although it seems impossible to the human mind, remember all things are possible for those
who remain steadfast, in Jesus’ Name. One day the Holy Spirit led her to one of the drawers in
my room and low and behold, her eyes popped out at the sight of what she saw. I had
purchased a South African Identity cover and this logo caught her eye.

`
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Immediately entities manifested in such horrific ways that she Googled to understand its
hidden secrets and provided the link below.
http://illuminatiza.blogspot.co.za/2015/07/illuminati-and-masonic-symbols-in-south.html

Illuminati and Masonic Symbols in the South African Coat of Arms

[ I started paging through the course pack until I came across the Government Gazette
with the South African coat of arms on the front page. I noticed how the coat of arms
is infested with Masonic symbols. I did some research on what the symbols
represent. According to the 'government' this is what they symbolize:
In the eyes of those who possess the stolen knowledge of our forefathers, they know
the actual esoteric meaning. The aim of this blog is to make the 'invisible-visible.' Before
I indulge into detail of the actual symbological meaning I request the reader to read
more about Masonicsymbology.
Large volumes of work have been written up on this and it is readily available on
the internet. Ladies and gents this is what the coat of arms symbolizes:
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Hidden Symbols in the South African Coat of Arms
https://stellargnosis.wordpress.com/2015/10/25/saturn-in-sagittarius-student-power/
Suspicious Coat Of Arms Of The New South Africa
Whether or not South Africa has really experienced its born free moment is
questionable considering the occult influences and those of the hidden hand and
brotherhood which are well demonstrated in the symbolism of the new South Africa.
A cursory look at the coat of arms reveals typical Atonist symbols and those of the
Saturnian, Sirius cult. One can see the typical uncapped pyramid, although here the
cap is coloured red – the Egyptian Atonist colour of Saturn or Seth.
There is also the hidden triquetra within the pyramid and the rising Sun which could
also be a crown? – None of these symbols anything to do with the native symbols of the
land.

Furthermore, one can speculate as to why both Nelson Mandela and Thabo Mbeki,
the second president, as well as Desmond Tutu, were all inducted into the Jesuit,
Masonic cult of the Knights of Malta? ]
“So this is it”, we whispered, and oh how it did manifest insomuch that mom could not
continue to compile this portion of script until days later.
Who would believe that during that period, we were severely attacked and beaten up?
No amount of rebuking helped until we were beyond desperation and then it happened - my
Spirit eyes opened!
Instantly, I beheld the most shocking and unbelievable truth present with us in the living room.
What has this to do with South African Coat of arms symbols?
10
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It is almost impossible to find the most accurate illustration

“Well the abominable is present”, I gloated. The EMF had turned into a nightmare.
Reader, what has this to do with the EMF or are all these entities sent by the beast doing his
bidding as aforementioned in the previous book.
I awoke feeling more than just rotten and so did mom having one black out after the other
which left us very discouraged. We were totally blown away with EMF until mom blurted out
that she is not able to continue compiling these scripts.
It appeared that the axle of her mind was crumbling, swinging and broken into millions of
pieces. No amount of rebuking helped, it seemed as though there was just no hope!
In this dilemma, she cried out to Jesus saying that we were not fit enough for this type of
calling and that it was best that He had chosen someone more worthy and more powerful.
Yet the EMF thickened all the more hanging like live wires releasing very high voltages. We
were down in the dumps and decided to go to the shopping mall for a while.
I was just about to open my purse when revelation came through as clear as daylight! Yes, the
new R5 piece said it all.
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Study the following:-

The Order of the Companions of O. R. Tambo is a South African honour.
[1]

It was instituted on 6 December 2002, and is granted by the President of South
Africa, to foreign citizens who have promoted South African interests and aspirations
through co-operation solidarity, and support.
The order is named after the late Oliver Tambo, who was the African National
Congress's president-in-exile for many years.
The badge of the order is oval, and depicts a symbol similar to that of the Taijitu
between two arrowheads, framed by two mole snakes.
[1]

The symbol represents the meeting of diverse spiritual energies, and the
snakes represent solidarity and support.
The South African coat of arms is displayed on the reverse.
The ribbon is white, with recurring grey symbols down the centre. All three classes are
worn around the neck.
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Recipients are also presented with a carved wooden walking stick, which has a
serpent wound around the shaft and a spoon-shaped head displaying the badge
of the order and the national arms.
The walking stick symbolises support and solidarity, and a commitment to stand by the
recipient in return.

The symbols reflected on the coin include the Majola (mole snake), which, according to
African mythology, embodies friendship, protection and active support.
The walking stick signifies support and commitment and the universal yin and yang
symbol suggests a meeting point for diverse spiritual energies.

The taijitu consists of a rotated pattern inside a circle.
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https://ed.ted.com/lessons/the-hidden-meanings-of-yin-and-yang-john-bellaimey
The ubiquitous yin-yang symbol holds its roots in Taoism/Daoism, a Chinese religion
and philosophy.
The yin, the dark swirl, is associated with shadows, femininity, and the trough of
a wave; the yang, the light swirl, represents brightness, passion and growth.

Generational Curses – Yin & Yang
While mom was compiling this portion of script guess who pitched up with ugly sulphuric acid
smothering the air. Nonetheless let me continue…
“So this is for real,” we sighed, when immediately dark entities began to activate. At the
shopping mall, I rushed to the ladies room, my tummy was going all out and I was bringing up. I
was having a black out and felt rotten to the core.
Once we were home, we faced the terribleness of what followed insomuch that no amount of
rebuking helped. “Who is able to expose this secret to the people?” we thought.
Well, this is just scraping the surface, but deep beneath are hidden agendas. I suggest that you
are capable of doing deeper research, as these entities are of the most powerful.
Reader, have you ever experienced what it must feel like to have every nerve in your entire
system unravelled?
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Well, battles turned into a continuous nightmare, one after the other with more unanswered
questions. Each time terrible, disgusting smells swept through, our nervous system became
undone. It appeared as though every nerve in our heads dangled like live wires moving down
the entire neck and causing us severe torment.
Not to mention the EMF sweeping through at high voltages pushing and pushing the undone
nervous system to a point of collapse.
“Who is able to endure it, and not to mention that we don’t even know what is actually
attacking us!” I cried out.
Poor mom no amount of rebuking made a difference; it had only caused the situation to
worsen until desperation swept through. She uttered, “If no weapon is able to destroy you then
I release the Covenant promised in Revelation 12 verse 11. I overcome you with the Blood of
the Lamb. I activate the full power of this promise to work for me, in Jesus’ Name. The Blood of
Jesus overcome you…”
To her surprise whatever it was fled.
I approached her and assured her that our cries were seen and heard, for a tall and very broad
Man approached me and said, “Yes, you are in storms, but most of the storms had been
blocked and redirected away. But only some had been allowed to filter through, which appear
too much for you.”
Only then did my Spirit eyes open and I saw hosts of very tall bright Angelic Beings all dressed
in white who were all around. It appeared that wherever I went these Angelic Hosts caused me
to be in the centre of them.
When my Spirit realized the truth, I was beyond shocked; I began to see cycles of the most
vicious fierce whirlwinds unknown to mankind. Deep inside me, I began to soak in every bit
that unfolded before my eyes.
I watched how the Angelic Beings blocked most of the forces of darkness, but a very little
filtered through of which I began to understand our situation.
Mom said that while she was about to doze off she saw the same Man who came and gave her
a flat box. Taking the green box, she knew it was medicine to ease her sufferings.

She had a dream in which her mother had left behind a circle drawn on paper; in this she
opened her eyes and persevered in prayer. The Lord began dealing with this issue in which the
circle was an inherited generational passed down onto her through her mother. She saw the
image in black and white; it was evidently clear that Satan could use it.
While she was relating this to me the Lord opened my Spirit eyes and immediately I was looking
into this image.
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The yin yang meaning and symbol date back to ancient China. The symbol
represents the belief that everything in the universe consists of two forces that
are opposing but complementary.

Mom and I then understood the reason why the Lord came to me on 10th November 2006 and
allowed me Spirit vision referred to in Spiritual Warfare & The Purple Robe Bk 1 page 17:“Immediately an illustration of a huge circle emerged before me. The left half of the circle was
black, having a white spot at the top left of it. The right half of the circle was white, having a
black spot at the bottom right of it. To the far left of the complete circle an inscription which
appeared in black letters CURSES ”
Furthermore, I also refer to Spiritual Warfare & The Purple Robe Book 5 page 28 which reads:
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“Three months later, the Holy Spirit brought this same matter to us. As my mother prayed for
me, the Holy Spirit showed her the vision I once had. A dragon curled around my wrist into an
endless bangle which was intertwined with a beast head.”

Well, the time had arrived to understand the mystery of the aforementioned. Yes it’s the taijitu
(the yin yang) which her mother’s parents who had emigrated from China passed down onto
their daughter. She knew very little about her own background as her mother passed away
while she was very young.
The dream given to mom about the circle that was passed down to her and me was more than
real.
That night, we did a complete ancestral and generational bloodline cleansing, and then asked
the Father, in Jesus’ Name, to send hundreds, hundreds, hundreds, and hundreds of billions of
legions of angels to eliminate and destroy and sever every soul-tie, hook, link connection,
attachment and devices from us to the universal filing system records and from the universal
filing records back to us, in Jesus’ Name.
We asked the Father to totally remove us from every system, database, storage devices,
archive and library owned or operated by these forces of darkness and to prevent our
information from being put back into those systems, in Jesus’ Name.
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The Claim of the Beast
In another revelation given that I was to participate in and experience, occurred at a special
event hosted by dignitaries and royals. Amidst these supposed to be VIP’s my attention was
drawn to a certain queen or princess or dignitary.
Instantly, the unexpected made the most shocking sudden appearance. The foundation of this
event shook my eye balls causing them to peel and goggle out of their sockets. Yes it was its
time to host the event that nobody knew was the claim of the beast.
Words cannot begin to describe the violent beast that takes by force.

Is it possible to imagine multiplying this image 1000 times

Yes, he had come for her, she had served him well and it was she that he had come for. This
beast had come to claim what rightfully belonged to him.
Beyond shocked, her composure splintered into untold millions of shuddering, echoing screams
and howls. It was overwhelmingly nerve racking that the wickedness of the atmosphere
became solid substance. No place to hide, no hope just no way out!
The intensity of her hysteria that she did not want to die echoed as she fled. She had worked in
every possible way to please him but unexpectedly her master had decided upon her life span.
Now it was his claim.
18
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Fraud - Using Kings of Hell
As battle after battle worsened, mom dreamt that a satanist rushed up the pathway toward her
and yelled out, “Yama is coming”.
Yes, we understood when one of the king’s of Hell violently took everything present by force.
The front door and burglar gate violently flung open as darkness swirled and whirled.
Mom took the full blast as she stood in front of its path opened her eyes under a total blackout.

["His face looked like the face of a lion, his body was like a lion, but his legs were like a
naga [serpent spirit]. He had a number of horns on his head. His face was very fierce and I
was extremely afraid." --quote by: a Buddhist Monk who had seen Hell”]

How Yama king of Hell manifested with liquid lava which not only covered but clung onto her
continually until she rebuked, “I release billions of battle axes of the Lord together with billions
of Swords of the Lord. Utterly cut off Yama’s horns and mutilate him.”
There was an immediate response and Yama fled into the darkness of its kingdom. Every night
when it made its appearance EMF/RF peaked until it became too much for us. Battles each
night and day reached desperation until the Spirit came through with Spirit Revelation.
It was seven years ago, we had totally forgotten that my cellphone had been taken by satanists.
Not realizing their deviousness in acting on mom’s behalf, they had used Yama to renew the
contract for airtime. This was controlled by a king of Hell who caused that mom would not
notice it. So it was controlled by forces of Hell for seven years.
19
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Then I was led by the Spirit of God to read Psalm 24: 7 – 10 which reads as follows:
Lift up your heads, O ye gates: and be ye lift up, ye everlasting doors;
And the King of Glory shall come in.
Who is this King of Glory?
The Lord Strong and Mighty,
The Lord Mighty in battle.
Lift up your heads, O ye gates; even lift them up, ye everlasting doors;
And the King of Glory shall come in.
Who is this King of Glory?
The Lord of Hosts, He is the King of Glory.
Instantly, Yama king of Hell fled. I asked mom not to include this into the script for certain
reasons. Oh how we suffered the more until the Spirit of the Lord dropped the conviction into
her spirit to include this portion into the script.
That morning after fervent prayer, she sat compiling this portion under great demonic attacks
in which her head swelled to ten times its size. Every now and then she’d get up and walk away
and then start up again later. With her head throbbing into one big explosion, she walked
toward Yama who fled and so we knew who did not want this portion to be exposed.
Reader, what does that tell you? When she completed this portion Yama never returned, in
Jesus’ Name.

Multiple Warfare (1)
But warfare persisted until one morning while persevering in prayer, the Lord revealed to mom
to raise her hand toward the attacker and rebuke, “In the Name of Jesus, I bind up the radionic
demon, and the psionic demon” to her surprise there was an immediate response.
That night a disgusting foul smell swept through into the living room causing my entire nervous
system to shake. It appeared that each nerve was just hanging loose like live wires touching
against each other. In the process, it was torturously cut into bits and pieces while jumping
inside me.
Mom began rebuking, “Father, in the Name of Jesus, we ask you to please send billions of
legions of angels into the eye of the battle. We take authority over the billions of psionic,
radionic and psychotronic demons and in Jesus’ Name, we bind them up. We release a tsunami
of Holy Fire eliminate all psionic attacks, all radionic attacks, all psychotronic attacks and mindcontrol attacks and all remote viewing attacks. We send billions of legions of angels to destroy
the strongholds of these attackers together with the radionic, psionic and psychotronic
operators.
20
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In the Name of Jesus, we crush and destroy all hooks, links, connections, attachments, tunnels
etc. We command that all radionic machines be deactivated and permanently destroyed, in
Jesus’ Name.”
While she prayed the stinking rotten odour stood at the kitchen door, but mom arose lifted up
her hands, “Die by fire… we cremate you by fire… Holy Fire…” Instantly it fled through the back
door but soon returned.
Once again the electromagnetic frequencies were extremely high; so what does that tell you?
Mom did some research and this is what she discovered:
PSYCHOTRONIC WARFARE
Psychotronics or psi warfare is the use of electronic machines to send beams
of energy or frequencies directly to people’s brains and bodies through the
air.
This is the new stealth warfare. It is inexpensive and simple, and often hard
to detect and defeat.
The same method is used, at times, to brainwash people to believe certain
information and not other information by making subtle suggestions to them via
electronic beams or frequencies
Radionics.
Radionics is a method of transmitting energy, messages and even material
items using mainly very high frequency currents at very low voltages.
It is quite an amazing science that seems to defy the laws of physics.
It can act at a distance, it can act almost instantaneously, and it affects the
human brain, in particular, in unusual ways.
It is, in fact, an etheric science, which means it uses laws of physics that
have not been fully discovered and researched at this time. The ether is the
substance that fills all space and all time.
Etheric sciences are discussed in a number of articles on this website that are
listed under the heading of spiritual development.
This article, however, has to do with an abuse of etheric energy for negative
purposes to harm others.
Radionics and psychotronics can be used for healing. This is quite important to
know. The purpose of this article is not to say that radionics or even
psychotronics are bad.
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However, the main uses of these sciences at this time are as weapons, often
called psi weapons.
For example, one can broadcast frequencies that kill germs, stop cancers,
calm the nervous system, and reduce fear and so on.
However, the same principles can and are being used to make people angry,
incite violence, discourage people, sicken people, to oppose freedom and
justice, and for many other negative purposes on planet earth.
They are used by governments, as well as by other rogue groups that seek to
control us.
RADIONIC METHODS ARE VERY POWERFUL AND CAN AFFECT AN ENTIRE
NATION AT ONCE
Unlike regular radio or television transmissions, radionic signals can affect
millions of people all at once.
They travel right through mountains, houses, and even bomb shelters.
The high frequency waves travel through water easily, as well.
For this reason, radionics is actually used, at times, to communicate with
submarines because radio is not nearly as effective underwater.
The waves also travel around the world and even through the earth from one
side to the other. This is how penetrating these frequencies are.
They are not really radio waves at all, though we can refer to them as waves.
They are ripples in the ether or base material from which all matter is made.
This is why they can penetrate anything material or physical, and do so almost
instantaneously.
http://drlwilson.com/articles/PSYCHOTRONIC.htm
Adam Lightworker says:
This is the link to the full article, by Dr Lawrence Wilson
http://tapnewswire.com/2015/03/psychotronic-warfare/

Yet warfare intensified night after night, and day after day insomuch that my entire physical
body hung like live wires chopped up into bits and pieces.
One day I was about to doze off when the unexpected happened. A powerful force stood
behind me, I was under heavy paralysis trying to break away when it so happened that I turned
around. Shocked I was looking into the following image:
22
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My spirit uttered, “The Lord rebuke you!” Instantly it fled.
The next day I had a mouthful to share with mom when guess who manifested? Yes, she did
some research and told me that it was the “tall greys” alien species.
But what have the tall greys to do with radionics, psionic and psychotronic attacks?

As warfare intensified the days turned into weeks not realizing that the tall greys had fled and
that we were facing a multiple battle. One day I was given revelation in which I beheld a
massive centipede working its way through the outlet of the bath tub.
Using buckets of water, I managed to flush it back, but as the persistent thing stood on its hind
legs to steady itself, I swept it altogether away with enough water. While contemplating this
strange happening, my spirit understood that it was Jacqueline who had sent this creature.
Yes, she is the queen of the sewage world and has access into every home through this
opening. It so happened that when mom rebuked Jacqueline and centipede that it fled. Oh,
what a nightmare the EMF/EMR had become; what does that tell you?

It seemed as though her rebuke was like a pin prick before the ongoing battles. One day
determination got the better of the treacherous situation. Sick to the core, she raised her hand
and prayed, “Father, You have invested all Power and Authority in Your Son Jesus. Heaven,
completeness is invested in Your Son Jesus and He is the Lord of Hosts, Mighty in battle.
23
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I call Heaven to respond to the Name of Jesus… I call the Mighty Host to respond to the Name
of Jesus. Come forth and respond… respond… respond…. to the trumpet call of battle. The
Name of Jesus is sounding the war trumpets… respond all Heaven... respond… war rooms of
Heaven… Jesus… Jesus… Jesus’ Name.”
Reader, there was an immediate response. In the meantime, the fridge switched on and off as
though operated by an unknown source. Each morning, mom’s prayer grew the more earnest
yet the battles left sleepless nights which turned into nightmare after nightmare. What now? I
remained under heavy attacks on my nervous system causing me to become sick to the core of
my gut.
At certain times during the wee hours of the morning stinking, rotten, putrid smells filled the
air. What now we wondered?
One night while we gathered in prayer the Lord brought revelation before me and so I
explained to mom that I had purchased a product over three months ago. When I brought it
out we flushed the liquid down the toilet and threw the bottle out into the night.
I had purchased Indian Hair oil called Amla oil but was blinded not to notice tiny words [this
secret oils]. After mom took a photo, enlarged it on the screen it was clear that what was on
the label said it all.
We soon discovered that the image was that of a siren whose name was embedded onto the
label called ‘Mera’. When I began to pray, the siren Mera stood before me, then I understood
that the product was made of her hair. It appeared as though her hair said it all!

Reader, guess who began manifesting as a stinking, rotten smell swept through! Yes, mom took
authority and so Mera was bound up, her hair was cremated to dust and she was commanded
together with all her wicked products to be cast into the bottomless pit. That night we slept
peacefully, in Jesus’ Name.
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Generational Curses - Black Goo
Yet spiritual warfare increased all the more to such abnormal proportions that we were fighting
a losing battle. Mom stayed in earnest prayer day and night searching for answers, when the
most treacherous and wordless evil began manifesting. The EMF/EMR appeared like tremors
not only as airwaves and current, but it could be felt throughout the contents of our abode.
What now? So many, many pieces of the puzzle were missing!
Our only flight and source was to seek the face of Abba Father, Yeshua and the Holy Spirit.
Then one day the Holy Spirit led her to listen to a video by Pat Holliday called, “Subconscious
Technical Black Goo Control” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oBawQb3QNdg
While listening and absorbing its contents guess who or what manifested? Oh, how do I begin
to describe the impossible. I pray for wisdom, in Jesus’ Name. This is a quoted part of what Pat
Holliday mentioned:
“You can see the effects of the black goo whenever you look at the big stone
called the Kaaba - black stone or a holy stone. Every muslim is supposed to make a
tour over to that stone. I don‟t know how often but they do. Once in a life time to
guarantee their position in paradise. They have to walk around that big stone so
many times. They go and touch this black stone.

The black meteorite is the stone we are talking about – the stone actually is part
of the earth‟s crust and in certain places it‟s more prevalent. They say it‟s very,
very prevalent than the Antarctica where a lot of occultic activities are going on
right now. People who don‟t know about the black goo they attribute a lot of things
like the black meteorite to something from out of space but actually it is the black
goo. They actually had put two pieces of black goo under a microscope and they
seemed to be able to communicate together under the microscope.
So they have the ability to communicate and they have the ability to have some
sort of black magic power over the minds of a person. They are drawn to that
black mineral stone it has a massive communitive ability over the minds of all those
people.
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It works with black magic and it works with black rituals. It more than likely work
with entities that are connected to the black stone in the black oil. It has the
ability to control massively the minds of the people…”
Immediately, the reality of it all manifested causing mom to begin to rebuke, but to no avail. I
joined in to help her and told her that maybe it was black goo manifesting. While she began
rebuking Spirit revelation came through that black goo had found its way into our bloodline.
I refer to and quote the portion of Spiritual Warfare & the Purple Robe Book 10 page 26…
“During the wee hours of the 17th January, mom awoke under a heavy demonic
attack which took her into Spirit prayer. The awesomeness of the Almighty
responded as she drifted off to sleep requesting, “Lord, I shall close my eyes now;
thank you that You will appear to me now.”
Immediately I, Yolin, was taken into a Spirit vision and saw the Holy Lord Jesus
Christ coming to me. It appeared that thousands of brilliant Lights were twinkling
from Jesus‟ Garment. Then He said, “I am going to reveal to you the curses that
come down your generational ancestral line. The three brothers who emigrated
from the UK, one had turned Moslem.”
I responded, “Yes, I know my mother told me a bit of the generational ancestral
line.”
Then Jesus responded, “When he turned Moslem, he opened a doorway. He did not
win her over to Christianity, but she won him over to become Moslem. Immediately,
a doorway opened which automatically affected the other two brothers also. The
other two brothers have also the same blood type that is why it automatically
affected them. It had come down the generational ancestral line to your
generation. Whoever is in this present generation will be affected from those
three brothers.”
Then the Lord told me, “Go to your mother and reveal everything I am showing you
so that she should close the doorway. Whoever turned Moslem would realize and
turn back to Christianity. It would not be too hard to minister to them. Whoever
will marry a Moslem in this present generation, if your mother does this prayer, it
would be much easier to minister to them. It would be much easier to break
through to them.”
So she began repenting for the ancestral and generational sins connecting the lineage of the
House of her family name to black goo entities. Then she sent an earthquake, an air quake to
the Kaaba. She began breaking black goo curses, hexes, vexes, evil mantles etc. etc. over the
muslims…
All the while evil manifested huffing and puffing viciously into the air not to mention the
EMF/EMR. Who is able to bear this type of torment? The stifling atmosphere was infested with
black goo entities. Then we knew that the type of demonic attack all began when the muslims
started their fast. These entities began attacking our hip bones, our back bones with
excruciating pain that was not possible to bear. Not to mention that wherever we laid hands to
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anoint ourselves that mom’s hands were red and swollen. Such were the burning like substance
that covered us and everything we touched.
While she grew more and more earnest in many prayers requesting that Heaven’s Army
respond… respond… respond… to the war cry of the Name of Yeshua, I was taken immediately
into Spirit vision. I urged her to continue breaking the black magic powers; these black goo
entities were holding millions and millions in captivity through the centuries. An open Spirit
vision took my eyes, I was seeing that black clouds of darkness were lifting off multitudes. I
knew they were muslims because of their custom of dressing in a burka.
Meanwhile mom earnestly kept requesting that the war rooms of Heaven respond to the
sound of war trumpets... There was an immediate response and the entity or entities fled.
Reader, what does that tell you? We had just turned our backs when it came back for
vengeance. The following day mom did some more research and this is what she discovered:
Evil black goo used in Mecca and Vatican:- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=roBC3F_-dpQ

EVIL BLACK GOO USED IN MECCA & THE VATICAN BLACK MAGIC
FROM ISRAELI NEWS LIVE
“Warning:
organism.
substance
even with

This is NOT scifi and this substance is absolutely a demonic living
This substance absolutely is a weapon! Black Goo, the demonic
that is used in some of the strangest places. Starting with Mecca and
Vatican.

Black Goo is an abiotic mineral oil from the upper crust containing high amounts of
m-state gold and iridium. Furthermore there exists a black oil schist containing
this type of oil from earlier tectonic events. These events apparently broke up the
crust of the earth.
Black Goo shows a hitherto unknown type of magnetism, much longer in range than
ferromagnetism that seems to be interactive in a spontaneous way that very likely
is based on bi-directional, annihilated photon exchange as known from m-statematter in life-forms. Due to this magnetism Black Goo shows the ability to
mechanically self-organize in many different ways and has been reported to carry
highly intelligent consciousness.
Black Goo, the demonic substance that is used in some of the strangest places.
Starting with Mecca and even with Vatican.
Disclaimer: This interview contains information which does not represent the
beliefs or values of the ministry of Israeli News Live and is provided for deep
investigation of the occult practices.
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The BLACK GOO THEORY of EVERYTHING (mini-documentary): Bible Prophecy &
the Black Goo Awakening. Our civilization has in many ways been forced to run off
of Black Goo…oil. The largest Internet tech corporation is Google. Black Goo is
practically everywhere in science fiction and horror films. Why?
Is it possible that demonic entities can attach themselves to a substance with near
infinite capacities to change form? I think it is. And I think the advent of the
black goo, or programmable matter, that will eventually lead to what will appear to
be sentient intelligence, is part of the end times deception. In the same way
corruption was done at a fundamental level of creation in the days of Noah, we
have once again entered the age when the gateways between worlds are opened.
Thanks to the virtual realities being constructed all around us, we now have a way
to interact, communicate, and traverse through a non-physical medium. This
vacuum and detachment from materialism will cause a flood of spiritual influence
to enter the masses. Some will consume the light, as children of light, saved from
sin by the Blood on the cross, and the Resurrection of our King. Others will
consume the darkness, and abandon their humanity. The implications of the post
human dream is very much supernatural with a profound Biblical answer.”

ISLAM-KABAA-METEORITE-BLACK
UPDATE

GOO-AI

ARTIFICIAL

INTELLIGENCE

Articles & Interviews by Alfred Lambremont Webre
One powerful meme is that Islam is an emanation of the Kaaba in Mecca, a
meteorite containing black goo as a medium for the plasma-based predatory off
planet AI Artificial Intelligence that is now part of the AI terraforming of Earth.
[This sets up a competition meme with other AI-entrained religions like Judaism
(Saturn-Moon Matrix) and Vatican (Draco-Orion alliance) that together are part of
the Galactic Rebellion against Universe Divine Society.
Here are some links FYI:
1. EXPOSING PREDATORY PATHOGENIC AI Artificial Intelligence ~ Restoring
Love sourced Humanity. Watch full multi-part Symposium.
https://newsinsideout.com/2016/01/2678/
2. AI Inorganic Artificial Intelligence http://exopolitics.blogs.com/…/ai-inorganicartificial-inte…
That morning mom had gone before Heaven’s Altar of Repentance and like a Joshua who
repented for the sins of the forefathers of the house of Israel so did she lay the lineage of the
House of her family name on Heaven’s Altar of Repentance. Thus she did a bloodline cleansing
of the forefathers who had brought this curse into the bloodline lineage. She placed herself
upon Heaven’s Altar of Repentance and thus applied the Blood of Yeshua to the very core of
the sin.
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“Uproot the main black goo source that had given these entities legal hold and legal ground in
the lineage of the House of my family name, in Jesus’ Name. Cleanse Heaven’s Record keeping
Books of the lineage of the House of my family name and also the universal records where
Satan had duplicate copies and backup data stored away…”
Because of the persistence of these black goo entities, mom did what the Lord Jesus bade her
do. She commanded these entities to be bound and to return back through the door of black
goo source. All curses and legal rights are cancelled and sent back through the generational
ancestral bloodline black goo open door. Never return for all eternity, in Jesus’ Name. Amen.
Yes, this entity does not easily leave so she placed herself once again upon Heaven’s Altar
where the Blood of Jesus was sprinkled. She asked that the true Bloodline Inherited through
Yeshua completely replace the old black goo bloodline. For this reason the Son of God was
manifested to undo the works of the devils…” And so it was DONE, in Jesus’ Name Amen.

Continuation of Multiple Warfare
Yet warfare continued the more, not to mention that the EMF / EMR was as such that our
physical bodies cringed into just a ball of flesh; this only lead us into warfare. Every night it felt
as though the small of our backs, our spines and our hips were clawed into painful shreds.
“What type of battle is this?” we cried unto the Lord, but to no avail. Our heads felt as though
they had been ripped and shredded; even our beds and bedding were set ablaze with wicked
fires of hell itself. Oh how we suffered insomuch that mom prayed through the nights until
sleep overcame her through total exhaustion, only to open our eyes to find ourselves in shreds.
One morning she laid prostrate before the Altar of Mercy upon which the Blood of Yeshua was
sprinkled and rent open her Spirit heart in earnest prayer. That night while she was in intense
battle, I was taken into an open Spirit vision in which I beheld four wicked spirits sent to our
abode. They were enormous and towered over the house, more wicked than the others we had
ever faced. These had enormous powers in their thick huge claws.
I looked to mom and told her to continue the more earnest in battle. She had asked that the
war rooms of Heaven respond… respond… in Jesus’ Name…. They were about to enter through
the roof when an impenetrable, impregnable shield became visible. Yes, we had not only
placed a shield over, under and around the house but reinforced it, in Jesus’ Name. As these
wicked spirits grew more frustrated, ripping with might to tear through the shield, they became
even more determined, flying into vicious rages.
Mom requested billions and billions of legions of the fiercest warring angels to respond in the
Name of Jesus. As the battle grew intense in the spirit realm, we were playing a recording of
angels singing of “Jesus and His children coming through…Hallelujah…Hallelujah…Hallelujah...”
As time passed the atmosphere grew lighter and lighter; that is how the battle was fought.
Psalm 24: 8 The Lord Strong and Mighty, the Lord Mighty in battle.
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Once again you have to multiply these images a thousand times uglier and more powerful
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City Emerges From Under the Ocean
Yet I was taken into another Spirit revelation I refer to Spiritual Warfare & The Purple Robe Book 9 page
26 I refer to this certain portion:
“The following Spirit vision said it all; my spirit hovered in mid-air above sea and land when I began
to see an unusual rise of the sea waters. In this instance, I saw the abnormal. I was back in my
physical body. The entire place, Cape Town, shook and rent as multitudes turned hysterical. Mom
and I ran out only to meet a huge tsunami. I knew that the occurrence of the tsunami was to cause
a great earthquake.
The tsunami covered the whole of Cape Town; miles and miles into the inland, broke off completely
and sank into the ocean. The entire Cape Town shifted, joined as one with the „City under the Sea‟.
I knew that everyone was not dead, but alive, and were now citizens of the City under the Sea and
no longer citizens of Cape Town.
Reader, I suggest you please read the following book („The Witchdoctor and The Man, City under
the Sea‟). I quote a passage from it - “I know that many will not believe my testimony concerning
the ‟City under the Sea‟. I have spent twelve years in the City under the Sea and know that the
place is real. The City does exist spiritually.”

The month of May 27, 2018 I was shown a huge ship which had appeared in Cape Town docks.
This was not just an ordinary earthly ship. As I stood in the suburb of Parow, Cape Town I
beheld merging out of the ocean an enormous castle. This was a castle like city which reached
into the sky built on a ship. My spirit understood that this city came up from the city under the
ocean. The attraction of this drew the attention of all who looked upon it.

Yet in another revelation, I was shown that the sky had opened over the entire Cape Town and an
unusual flood of rain fell within seconds. In Spirit I knew and understood that it was actually geoengineered. Shocked at the condition of the sky, I called out to mom to make preparations. It
appeared that the entire sky was about to collapse.
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Together in Heavenly Sphere in Christ Jesus
One morning I approached her telling her that we had been together in a beautiful garden.
None can be compared with the Majestic Resplendence of the minutest of its structures.
And although our physical bodies were on earth our spirit bodies were strolling along a
gorgeous path. Taking it in, we just absorbed every bit of its dazzling resplendency.
There are no words rich and impressive enough to describe it all, neither is there an artist who
could ever paint its lavishly, adorned, magnificence, awe inspiring grandeur!

Ephesians 2: 6 - 7 “And He raised us up together with Him and made us sit down together in
the Heavenly sphere in Christ Jesus.
He did this that He might clearly demonstrate through the ages to come the immeasurable
riches of His grace in His kindness toward us in Christ Jesus.”
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